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Nonlinear Instability and Chaos 
in Plasma WaveWave Interactions. 
11. Numerical Methods and Results 

C.S. Kueny and P. J. Morrison 
Department of Physics and Ingtitute for W o n  Studies 

The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Teurs 78712 USA 

Abstract 

In Part I of this work [IFSR #682 (Ref. 1) and Physics of Plasmas, June 19951, the be- 

havior of linearly stable, integrable systems of waves in a simple plasma model w8s described 
using a Hamiltonian formulation. It was shown that explosive instability arises from non- 

linear coupling between modes of positive and negative energy, with well-defined threshold 

amplitudes depending on the physical parameters. In this concluding paper, the noninte- 

grable case is treated numerically. Several sets of waves are considered, comprising systems of 

two and three degrees of freedom. The time evolution is modelled with an explicit symplectic 

integration algorithm derived using Lie algebraic methods. When initial wave amplitudes 

axe large enough to support twewave decay interactions, strongly chaotic motion destroys 

the separatrix bounding the stable region for explosive triplets. Phase space orbits then 

experience diffusive growth to amplitudes that are sufiicient for explosive instability, thus 

effectively reducing the threshold amplitude. For initial amplitudes too s d  to drive decay 

instability, small perturbations might still grow to arbitrary size via Arnold diffusion. Nu- 
merical experiments do not show diffusionin this case, although the actual diffusion rate is 

probably underestimated due to the simplicity,of the model. 

PACS: 52.25Fi, 52.35Fp, 52.35Mw, and 52.35QZ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper continues the treatment of chaos in plasma wave-wave interactions begun in 
a companion paper,' which we refer to as Part I. In Part I the simple beam plasma model 

to be studied waa introduced, the Hamiltonian.stmcture of the model was elucidated, and 

normal mode variables representing ion-acoustic modes were derived. The behavior of sets 

of two or three modes interacting via a single nonlinear coupling term was described. 

Here we discuss the behavior of larger numbers of modes interacting via two or three 

nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian (and thus comprising two and three degree-of-freedom 

systems). Such systems are nonintegrable, necessitating the use of numerical methods. It is 

demonstrated that the intrinsically chaotic behavior of such systems has a profound effect 

on their stability. The problems treated in Part I and here are of general importance in 

Hamiltonian dynamics with a long history of application in fluid and plasma physics. (See 

e.g. the references of Part I; also Ref. 2 and references therein). 

In Sec. I1 we describe the numerical method used. After a brief discussion of symplectic 

integration algorithms in general, we focus on the use of Lie transforms to obtain explicit 

expressions for time advancing the dynamicat  variable^.^' In Sec. 111 we present numerical 

results for a number of systems described by Hamiltonians of one, two and three degrees 

of freedom. We demonstrate the role of chaotic di&rsion in destabilizing such systems. 

Section IV provides a summary and conclusions. 

11. SYMPLECTIC INTEGRATION USING LIE 
TRANSFORMS 

As discussed in Part I, chaotic motion in a system of waves allows phase space diffusion 

that can have dramatic consequences for long-term stability. At the same time, the Hamil- 
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tonian nature of the phase space may place strict limits on the possible motion. In doing 

numerical work, therefore, we must ensure that the Hamiltonian structure is properly repro- 

duced, so that the observed chaotic motion and phase space diffusion are true properties of 

the Hamiltonian and not spurious results of the numerid method. This is facilitated .by 

symplectic integration methods. (For a review of such methods, see Ref. 8 and references 
therein.) 

A major drawback of many symplectic algorithms is that they are implicit. For example 

the well-known Runge-Kutts algorithm is sympledic when expressed in implicit f o r ~ n . ~ * l ~  

The solution of the implicit equations turns out to be very problematic for some of the sys- 

tems of interest here. An alternative approach that provides an explicit symplectic algorithm 

involves the application of Lie transforms! We show presently how this method is used to 

obtain an explicit, small time step integrator. Besides eliminating troublesome implicit for- 

mulas, this algorithm was three times faster than Runge-Kutta for systems of interest in this 

paper. 

In Ref. 4, Dragt and Forest show that for my polynomial Hamiltonian, the time evolution 

of the dynarnical variables zj may be expressed as a product of operators 

where fn is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n. Each operator 

expanding the exponential: 

' 1 is evaluated by 

1 1 
&r * 1, .- 

a- ~i + [fa, 4 + 3 [fn) [fa? zi] 1 + 3 [fa, [fa) [fa) 4 1 ] + a a e 9 

where [f,g] is the usual Poisson bracket 

that acts on any functions f and g of the dynamical variables. A transformation of the 

form (2) is an example of a Lie transform. 
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Each operator in the product (1) describes a symplectic transformation, and the product 

of any number of such operators is likewise syrnplectic. Each n-th order operator elln. * 1 in 

the product represents the action of the n-th order t e r n  in the Hamiltonian H .  If this 

infinite product is truncated at any order n, then the remaining finite product of operators 

will describe the motion accurately up to order n - 1 in the dynamical variables. 

The functions f2 and f3 (all that we will require) in (1) are found as follows. If the 

Hamiltonian is H = Hz + H3 + a  - a ,  where H,, denotes terms of order n, then the polynomial 

fi is given simply by 

f2 = -H2At. 

The polynomial f3 is given by the integral of H3 over the lowest-order orbits, 

(4) 

where H&) means the polynomial H3 evaluated at 4 = e[f21*jzi- 
Any operator evn*. 1 for n > 2 will in general yield an infinite series containing all powers 

of the zi; the series cannot be truncated at any order without destroying the symplectic 

property.6 It turns out, however, that closed-form expressions exist for the general ~perator .~ 

As a first step in obtaining such expressions it is often desirable to decompose the polynomial 

operator into a product of monomial and/or polynomial operators via the Campbell-Baker- 

Hausdorff t he~rem.~  It is easily found that a cubic polynomial operator elf3. * I  may be 

approximately re-expressed as a product of operators: 

where the error is of fourth order in the %. 

After decomposing an operator into such constituent operators, the resulting operators 

are then used to obtain explicit transformations. For a function f1 that is linear in the 
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f = aPq 

f = a  2 

1 + a + -  

f = orpmq",m +- n 2 3,m # n 

Table '1: 3kansformations of (p, q)  generated by e[', - 1  for various f. 

# = P  
q' = e-aq 

p' = eap 
q' = qcoscu+psina 
p'= -qsina+pcosa 

= q cosh CY - psinha! 

p' = -qsinha! + p cosh CY 
-1 m 1' d=q[l+a(n-m)qn p - p - n  

p' = p [1+ CY(n - m)q"-1pm-l]n-m n 

d y n d d  variables 61~,4~), the resulting transformation truncates at first order. For a 
quadratic function fi, the resulting transformation is linear; the infinite series is summed 

to give the constant coefficients. Fora monomial fn of cubic or higher order, general closed 

form expressions have been derived by Gjajal The transformations corresponding to the 

various polynomials f that will be of interest here are summarized in Table 1. 

An alternative method of obtaining explicit polynomial transformations from Lie opera- 

tors was developed in Fkf. 5. This method, known as kick-factorization, consists of finding, 

for any polynomial operator a new operator ebns*], where gn has terms of the form 

a(ap+ bq)". The series expansion for such an operator terminates at order n- 1, so that the 

full transformation for the time advance may be written as a composition of explicit poly- 

nomial transformations. This method was used in an earlier version of the work described 

here," but its application is more diffid-t than the method of Ref. 7, which was used to 

.I 
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.. .. .. . 

111. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We now present numerical results for several simple systems of interest. Results are 

grouped according to the number of degrees of freedom, which will correspond to the number 

of nonlinear terms included in the Hamiltonian. Three cases are considered: one degree of 

freedom (to see how well our algorithm reproduces the known integrable motion); two degrees 

of freedom (to examine the effect of nonintegrability and resultant separatrix breaking in the 

simplest case); and three degrees of keedom (to study the effect of strong chaos on explosive 
instabilities). 

The only positive energy resonances considered in this paper will be the near-resonances 

that occur generically for pairs of long-wavelength modes. Three-wave positive energy reso- 

nances may also be important in generating chaotic motion, although only in isolated regions 

of parameter space. The effect of such resonances on explosive instabilities, discussed in 

Ref. 11, is omitted here. 

The normalization introduced in Part I was such that time is measured in units of the 

inverse ion plasma frequency u;l. The actual characteristic frequency of an ion-acoustic 

oscillation with wavenumber kl := 2n/L is klc, in physical variables, or kl in our dimension- 

less variables. For computations we therefore renormalize by multiplying the Hamiltonian 

and time by l / k l  and kl respectively, so that one unit of time now corresponds to one ion- 
acoustic willation time k-l .  To make the Hamiltonian’s coefficients closer to unity, it is 

multiplied again by a factor of lo4, so that the unit of time finally used in computations is 

ten thousand ion-acoustic oscillation times, 104/k1. 

A. Integrable Cases 

Before looking at numerical studies of chaos, we first check that our algorithm properly 

reproduces the known behavior of the integrable, single-resonance systems. We consider 
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both a two-wave pasitive energy resonance and a three-wave negative energy resonance. 

1. Positive Energy Resonance 

The numerical method is first applied to the single two-wave doublet described by the 

Hamiltonian of &. (76) of Part I: 

Modes J1 and Jz (seen in Fig. 5 )  have wavenumbers IC1 and 2kl respectively, where kl := 

2x/L. (Thus J1 is the longest-wavelength mode possible in our system of size L.) In terms 

of the "resonance variables" 

this takes the form 

where PI =  COS$^, Q1 = m~in$~ and ill = 2wl -e. 

While the resonance variables are convenient ones in which to view the phase space 

topology, numerical computations were &ed out using coordinates (E,Qi) introduced in 
n n  

Appendix A, where the Lie algorithm used is aIso described. For the discussion here we need 

refer only to the resonance variables; the transformations between these and the (Pijoi) 
were done internally by the computer. 

,. In Fig. 1 we plot Q1 vs. PI for two values of L; the parameters (A = 100, L = 5000, 

v = 1.4796) here are the same as in Fig. 3(b) of Part I; the time step used was At = 

0.2. (Recall A, L, and v measure one-dimensional plasma parameter, box size, and drift 
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velocity, respectively.) Good agreement with the analytical curves is observed. Our numerical 

algorithm was iterated up to time corresponding to 3.5 x lo6 ion-acoustic periods (or t = 350 

in computational time units) for each of the orbits shown; this provided enough data points 

to illustrate the curves clearly. In order to assess the long-time effects of numerical error, 

single curves from Fig. 1 have also been calculated for 0 < t < 1Olo ion-acoustic periods 

(5  x lo6 computational time steps). As with most of the work to be described in this paper, 

computations were done using 64-bit arithmetic (i.e., 1516 digit precision). No numerical 

diffusion of the orbit was observed. 

2. Negative energy resonance 

We now consider the three-wave negative energy resonance described by the Hamiltonian 

of Eq. (92) of Part I: 

H = wz J~ - w4 J~ - w5 J~ + 7 4 ~ ~  J, J~ sin(e2 + e4 + e5). 

The modes JZ, J4 and J5 are illustrated in Fig. 5. In terms of the resonance coordinates 

I3 = J2, $3 = e2 + e4 + os, 
14 = 5 4  - J2, +4 = 04, 

I5 = J5 - J2,  $5 = 05,  

introduced in Part I, this Hamiltonian takes the form 

R = 0 3 1 3  + 7 4 1 3 ( 1 4  + 13)(1. + 13) sin$3, 

where 0 3  = w2 - w4 - w5, I4 = constant, and I5 = constant. For the special case I4 = 15 = 0 

(corresponding to J2 = 54 = J5), the Hamiltonian reduces to the polynomial form 
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where P3 = mcos? ,b3  and Q3 = a s i n &  In this form the Hamiltonian is now amenable 

to the Lie transform methods described in Sec. 11. 

In Fig, 2 we reproduce Fig. 6(b) of Part I, showing the phase space for the Hamiltonian 
of (13) for the parameters A = 100, L = 5000 and 21 = 1.47959256 (Q3 # 0). The translation 

from the dimensionless variables (P3,Q3) back to physical variables is given by 

where E is the electric field magnitude for the mode Jz I3 E (P: + Qi)/2 in units of 

T'/e&, the constant A is 

and E is the dielectric function, 

I. . 1  ic2 2 ' [  ( w - h ) 2  + (u+h)2 

1 
& ( k , W )  := 1 + - - - 

For the parameters of Fig. 2, A = 7.7 x Thus for a Debye length X = 0.005cm and an 

electron temperature of .65keV, the distance from the origin gives the electric field of this 

mode in V/m. 

Curves obtained by numerically iterating the Lie transform for the Hamiltonian of this 

system are shown in Fig. 3; good agreement with the analytical curves of Fig. 2 is seen. The 

orbits shown were computed for total times ranging from lo6 to lo8 ion-acoustic periods. 

Some orbits were again iterated up to t = 1Olo ion-acoustic periods to check for any numerical 

diffusion; none was observed. 

E5 

B. Nonintegrability: Two degrees of freedom 

We now consider a nonintegrable Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedom. The case 
examined here involves the interaction of two positive energy resonances. The interaction of 
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a single positive energy resonance with a single negative energy resonance, less relevant to 

our purposes here, was discussed in Ref. 11. 

Consider the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the three positive energy modes 

shown in Fig. 5:  

The transformation to resonance variables is 

which yields 

i7 = H - w213 

$1 = 281 - 62, 

$2 = 93 - 282, 

$3 = 82, 

where = w3 - 2w2 and 13 = fJ1 + Jz + 253 = constant. If the mode 11 was absent 

from this Hamiltonian, we would have the Hamiltonian (89) of Part I, with the phase space 

structure shown in Fig. 4 of that paper. If instead the mode I2 was absent, we would have 

the Hamiltonian (80) of Part I (Q. (9) of this paper), with the phase space structure seen in 

Fig. 3 of that paper and partially reproduced in Fig. 1 of this paper. We saw that Hamiltonian 

had an unstable fixed point at the origin when I%l < 2& we expect a condition close to 

that to hold also for the Hamiltonian (19). It is along the separatrix associated with this 

unstable fixed point that chaotic motion will arise. 

Surface of section plots for the Hamiltonian (19) are shown in Fig. 4 for A = 100, 

v = 1.4796, and L ranging from 2500 to 15000. The constant I3 was set to 0.01; the time 
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step was again At = 0.2. The orbits of Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) were computed to times of 

t = 2 x lo8 and t = lo9 ion-acoustic periods, respectively. For each orbit, initial conditions 

are P2 = 0, Q 2  = ($J~ = 2' I2 = 5 x lO'I3). The variables (P1,Ql) are initialized at a 

sampling of values, and are plotted each time that & passes through g. (Since the time step 

must remain constant to preserve symplecticity, the actual points plotted are determined by 

linear interpolation between the values immediately before and after the orbit passes through 

the $* = plane.) Note that the various orbits in each plot correspond to different values of 

77; these valuea are nearly equal to the values for the orbits plotted in Fig. 1, for which the 

mode 1 2  was absent. Now, however, the second nonlinear term in (19) will lead to growth of 

I2 via decay instability, with a strong perturbing effect on the system. 

The phase space topology is determined primarily by the effective detunings % and 

9, which are both proportional to IC1 t 27rlL. The smaller the magnitudes of these two 

quantities, the more chaotic the system's behavior will be. For L = 2500 (3 = .19, 9 k: 

-53) a very thin stochastic layer exists along the separatrix through the fixed point at the 

origin. For L = 5000 (% = .09, 9 = -.27) the stochastic layer through the origin has 

become more prominent, and when L = 15000 (% m .04, % k: -.09) most of the accessible 

phase space is occupied by chaotic orbits; all points shown are part of a single such orbit. 

C. Chaotic transport in three degrees of freedom 

We now consider a system consisting of all five modes considered above, as shown in 

Fig. 5. Modes Jz, J d  and Js form a negative energy triplet, while mode 52 forms two near- 

resonances with modes J1 and J3.  We have seen that the two near-resonances involving 

modes 51, J 2  and Js can generate strongly . .  chaotic motion, depending on the value of kl. 

The negative energy resonance will drive explosive instability when 0 3  = 0 is satisfied, so 

that almost 

detune this 

any perturbation will lead to immediate explosive growth. By changing v we 

resonance, opening an islet of stable motion around 13 = 0. If the system 
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is strongly chaotic then fast diffusion can occur in phase space, allowing initially “stable” 

orbits to attain large enough amplitude for explosive instability to occur. If the motion 

is mostly regular, this fast difbion will not occur. The many three-dimensional invariant 

surfaces existing in that case cannot partition the five-dimensional energy surface, however, 

so that even an orbit lying in the thinnest chaotic layer near the origin may in principle still 

find its way to large amplitude and subsequent explosive groWth.’2*13 This process (Arnold 

diffusion) is generally quite slow. 

This system is of come much simpler than is likely to occur in reality. In general, 

many more modes would be present and interacting via two-wave near-resonances, which 

would likely provide faster diffusion rates. However, the system is of interest as the simplest 

highly chaotic system of more than two degrees of freedom that we can obtain from our 

counterstreaming ion model. 

The Hamiltonian for the five-wave set is given by 

+ 7\/J2 J4 55 sin(& + e4 + 0 , ) .  

The transformation to resonance variables is given by 

J1= 2 I 1 ,  

J2 = I3 - 212 - 1 1 ,  

$1 = 281 - 0 2 ,  

$2 = 93  - 2 9 2 ,  

J3 = 1 2 ,  $3 = 0 2  + 04 + 05,  

54 = 14 4- 13 

Js = 15 + 13 

$4 = 84,  

$5 = 05,  

which yields the three degreeof-freedom Hamiltonian 
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-k Y d ( I 3  2 1 2  - I 1 ) ( 1 4  + I 3 ) ( 1 5  + 1 3 )  sin$3, (22) 

where 14 = J 4  - ( $ J 1 +  J 2  + 2 5 3 )  = constant and Is = Js - (aJ1 + J 2  + 253) = constant. 

We will consider the case I, = I5 = 0, for which the Hamiltonian can be transformed to a 

three degree-of-freedom polynomial as described in Appendix A. 

We consider initial states where modes 5 2 ,  54 and J5 (those involved in the explosive 

instability) are of significant (and approximately equal) amplitude, while modes Jr and J3 

begin with very small amplitudes. In the transformed variables, this means that I3 starts 

with significant amplitude, while 11 and 12  are small. We will therefore see what is essentially 

a perturbation of the constant energy curves of Fig. 2 due to the coupling to modes Il and 

I 2 .  We again expect that if the mode I 3  has amplitude above a threshold given roughly by 

> 1$1, then we will have the possibility of chaotic motion arising from decay instabilities. 

This chaotic motion will then drive diffusion in the d u e  of 13. If the initial value of 13 is 

below this threshold we expect the motion to be mostly regular and any diffusion to be slow. 

Fixing the value A = 100, we examined various system sizes L. For each value of L, the 

equilibrium drift speed v was chosen so that the “unperturbed” separatrix would be of the 

size seen in Fig. 2. The system was always initialized with the values (PI,  Q 1 )  = ( P 2 ,  Q 2 )  = 

(0, The time step was At = 0.2. An arbitrary amplitude of 100 was chosen to indicate 

“escape” if any of the computational variables (R,  Qi) became larger than this. The growth 

of amplitudes from (Pi, Qi) < 1 to (Pi, Qi) >> 100 occws very quickly once explosive growth 
sets in. Mode amplitudes are not monitored once this occurs; we are interested only in how 

the modes achieve sufficient amplitude for this growth to begin. 

n n  n n  

Surface of section plots ($2 = $) for L = 5000 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and for 
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L = 15000 in Figs. 8 and 9. All initial values of (P3,Q3) were chosen well within the 

unperturbed separatrix, which is indicated by a solid line. For reference, the separatrix 

passes through the points (O,.l) and (0,-.2). For L = 5000, the orbit shown in Fig. 6 has 

an initial value of 13 = (P,’ + Q23)/2 sufficiently large that the evolution of both 11 and I3 

is strongly chaotic, and I3 eventually experiences explosive growth. (Interestingly, the orbit 

spends some time near amplitudes associated with the separatrix before explosive growth 

occurs.) For another orbit initialized with much smaller I3 (Fig. 7), there is no growth of 11 

from its initial small value, and the motion is predominantly regular. No M u i o n  in I3 was 
observed during 10’O ion-acoustic periods. 

For L = 15000 explosive growth sets in at much smaller wave amplitude (Fig. 8). With 

an even smaller initial amplitude of 13, we see a very restricted chaotic layer in the (PI, &I)- 

motion, and no visible diffusion in I3 was observed by the end of 1O’O ion-acoustic periods 

(Fig. 9). 

For the orbit of Fig. 8, the electric field magnitude E for mode I3 = 5 2  is plotted as a 

function of time in Fig. 10. (The data in this figure comprise the electric field only at times 

for which points were plotted in Fig. 8; these discrete points are connected with straight 

lines.) The steady growth in amplitude over time is evident, until explosive growth takes 

over. 

For the case L = 5000, Fig. 11 shows the escape time as a function of initial value 

Q3(0), for &(O) = 0. Initial values of Q3 were chosen progressively closer to the origin until 

for one of them the arbitrarily chosen time t = 2 x 1O’O ion-acoustic periods was reached 

without escape; the d u e  of 1Q3(0)1 for which this occurs will be denoted IQ31max, for the 

“maximum” stable value. The sharp rise of escape time near IQ31msx occurred for all values 

of L, but the precise value of IQ31max was strongly dependent on L. These regions of sharply 

rising escape times may be thought of as defining an effective boundary for stability, i.e., a 

“reduced separatrix.” 
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Figure 12(a) shows 1Q31- as a function of L; Fig. 12(b) shows the same data where Q3 

has been translated back to the electric field E. For the integrable system of Eq. (13), the 

largest stable perturbation would be at 1Q3(0)1 = 0.2; this is indicated by the dotted line in 

Fig. 12(b). We see that the reduced separatrix size decreases with increasing wavelength, 

due to the strong chaos generated by two-wave interactions. 

Since a defining characteristic of chaotic motion is extreme sensitivity to initial conditions, 

orbits that start very near one another will in general evolve quite differently. Plots such 

as those of Figs. 11 and 12, each point of which represents a single orbit, will therefore be 

extremely spiky. Another consequence of sensitive dependence on initial conditions is that 

it is intrinsically impossible to accurately follow a chaotic orbit with any finite-precision 

algorithm, since roundoff error will grow exponentidy. "Shadowing" arguments may be 

invoked to show that in cases where the numerical dg6rithm is not following the original 

orbit accurately, it is nevertheless following some nearby true ~ r b i t . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  In any case, the 

average behavior of orbits as a function of equilibrium parameters and initial conditions is 

clearly seen. As a check of the effects of numerical precision, Fig. 12 includes data points 

obtained using 128-bit arithmetic (32 digit precision); these results did not differ significantly 

from those obtained using 64-bit arithmetic. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered the role of intrinsic chaotic motion on the stability of plasma equilibria 

with free energy. Free energy permits the existence of negative energy waves. A system 

with negative energy waves, even if linearly stable, may become nonlinearly unstable due 

to the resonant interaction of positive arid negative energy modes. Previous work, which 

a s s w e d  integrable behavior in order to describe the nonlinear expIosive instability, was 

complemented here by consideration of the chaotic motion that is ubiquitous in nonlinear 

dynamical systems. 
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Describing a simple example via a Hamiltonian formulation allowed us to exploit the 

wealth of techniques available for understanding the behavior of such systems. Strict con- 

straints on the phase space structure led to conclusions on what to expect in the nonintegrable 

case. The same constraints also led us to explore techniques for symplectic integration of 

the equations of motion. The application of Lie algebraic methods led to a fast explicit 

numerical algorithm which was used to study a number of simple subsystems of interacting 

waves. Regions of parameter space near explosive threewave resonances were examined. 

Strong twewave interactions that turned out to be generic for this system led to highly 

chaotic motion. This was a destabilizing influence, causing fluctuations in wave amplitudes 

and subsequent explosive growth for initial amplitudes below the critical value calculated for 

the integrable case of an isolated thee-wave resonance, but above the threshold necessary 

to support the decay instabilities that generate chaotic motion. 

This paper considered only a very small  portion of the possible parameter space. The 
small glimpses obtained here of the phase space structure and diffusion invite further study, 

as has been done for other manydimensional Hamiltonian systems.16 For more detailed 

numerical studies of diffusion, it would be desirable to obtain a surface of section mapping 

describing the time advance between successive intersections with the $2 = 4 plane in a single 

iteration. Such mappings have been derived for other Hamilt~nians,'~*'~ but a satisfactory 

one has not been obtained for the three degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian of &. (22). Such an 

algorithm would greatly actend the range of parameters and initial conditions that could be 

studied, and would facilitate determination of diffusion rates and comparisons to theoretical 

estimates obtained by Nekhoroshev and  other^.'^*^ It would also decrease the cumulative 

numerical error. 

While the two and three degree-of-freedom systems considered here represent an im- 

provement over the integrable approximation for three-wave interactions, they still include 

drastic simplifications. One major approximation is the neglect of a large number of other 
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possible wave-wave interactions, particularly the twewave interactions which lead to very 

chaotic motion even when only three waves are involved. At long wavelengths many such 

interactions can occur simultaneously. The explosive resonances are isolated in parameter 

space, but the highly chaotic nature of the system broadens the region over which they are 

important. It would be interesting to carry out further numerical modelling of this system, 

considering more than three resonances. One would guess that a more realistic number of 

near-resonant interactions would lead to stronger chaos and faster diffusion than was seen 

in this paper. 

Another effect that might lead to faster diff'usion rates is scattering in phase space due to 

collisions, which is not described by the fluid model developed in this work. The frequency 

of ion-electron collisions is roughly klwp - Thus for A = 100 and L = 5000, the 

typical time for a collision to occur is At - 30 ion-acoustic periods. Collisions might enhance 

the diffusion rates by scattering orbits off of invariant surfaces and into thin chaotic layers 

that provide channels for escape?2 The effect of such extrinsic noise on Hamiltonian systems 

has been considered by a number of This effect might be crudely modelled by 

incorporating small random perturbations in the numerical algorithm. 

Linear Landau damping is not included in the fluid model; this process normally limits 

the existence of ion-acoustic waves to times shorter than the d i h i o n  time scales considered 

here.26 It would be interesting to consider how flattening of the particle distribution functions 

might be eliminate this damping; general nonlinear wave-particle resonance effects such 

nonlinear Landau damping and particle trapping are of course outside of the fluid model 

treated. 

Other physical systems can also be studied using the methods and concepts described 

here. The plasma equilibrium considered was chosen partly because it allowed analytical 

reduction to the simple action-angle form (64) of Part I; this is not possible for all systems. 

Nevertheless, the b2F arguments addressing nonlinear stability are widely applicable, and 
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the physical processes considered are quite common, so it is hoped that the results obtained 

will spur further investigations in these areas. 
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 

The Hamiltonian systems studied in this work were visualized graphically using ‘’rem- 

nance coordinates.” These coordinate systems are convenient for viewing the phase space, 

but are ill-suited for numerical computations. We therefore employ a different set of “compu- 

tational coordinates,” which reduce the Hamiltonians to forms amenable to the Lie transform 

methods of Sec. 11. 

Consider first the five degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian (20): 

H = W I  J1+ ~2 J 2  + ~3 5 3  - ~4 J 4  - ~5 J5  

The transformation to computational variables is obtained from the generating function 

This yields the transformation 

J1 = 71, 
h 

52 = 13,  

J3 = 12, 

54  = & +& + 212 + is, 
J5  = 75 + 7 3  + 2& + 371, 

giving us the new Hamiltonian 

& = e3 t 2(e4 t e5), 

4 4  = 04, 

q3 = e2 + ea + os, 

A 

$5 = 85, 



where the new frequencies 

are expressed in terms of the resonance detunings 

For the special case = 7 5 ,  we write this in Cartesian coordinates = @cos& and 

= a s i n 4 i  as follows: 

We now apply the techniques described in Sec. I1 to derive a small  time step integrator 

for the Hamiltonian (A7), correct to third order in At and to second order in the dynamical 

variables Zi := (Gi, E). We seek operators of the form 

(A8) ' - $3, I & h t  1%. zi - 

We write the Hamiltonian as 

where H2 comprises the three terms quadratic in the a, &i (linear in the E ) ,  and the H(apa*.r) 

are the three terms cubic in the pI,Qi (nonlinear in the 5). The function f 2  is given by 
- A  

f2 = -E2At, (A101 

20 



yielding the linear transformations 

cos(&At) sin(aAt) &i [ $1 = [ - sin(fi6At) cas(RAt)] [ w ]  
It is easily shown from the Campbell-Baker-Hausdod formula3 that OUT algorithm can be 

made accurate to order At3 rather than At2 by splitting the h e a r  transformation into two 
parts: 

This wa done in our computations. 

The polynomial f3 is given by 

where 

and 

AI = -& sin(SllAt), A2 = -*2sin2 (QIAt/2) , 
B1= --& sin(nzAt, B2 = --&2 sin2 (SZzAt/2) , (A171 

C1 = -&sin(%At),. . C2 = -&2 sin' (R3At/2). 

We first consider the operator corresponding to f?). This polynomial may be decomposed 

in various ways; we choose to separate it into two terms: 

21 



. .- . 

where 

Rom Table 1, we see that the corresponding operators yield the two sets of transformations 

and 

The operator e[fi''**] has exactly the form as e[fp'i '1, and is treated in the same way. 

The final operator is split into six pieces: 

e[jp'v = ,[f''', ~e[i(", 1 e 1eW"t * I e [P', * I e If'6'* * I 

where 
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and 

the table: 

For the third and fifth operators which involve powers of 03 and pa together, we use the 

expression in the last row of the table to obtain the transformations 

and 

We now have an explicit sympledic algorithm with which to follow the time evolution 

.of the Hamiltonian (Al). In earlier sections we discussed other Hamiltonians corresponding 

to subsets of the five modes described by (Al). Computational coordinates for these Hamil- 

tonians could be obtained by simply setting irrelevant coordinates to zero in the generating 
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function (A2). In some cases, however, this would result in Hamiltonians with frequencies 

that are not small  compared to the wi’s. These large frequencies may be eliminated via 

a preliminary time-dependent canonical transformation to a rotating reference frame. For 

each of the Hamiltonians considered in this paper, we now indicate the appropriate trans- 
formation between the original coordinates (Ji ,  &) and new coordinates ( Jj, Oj). (In each 

case, we have = Ji; only the angles cue changed.) Once this transformation is carried out, 

the find transformation from (Ji ,  &) to (&, $j) is obtained from a generating function with 

the same functional form as Eq. (A2),  with ei replaced by &, and irrelevant terms dropped. 

Derivation of the algorithms then proceed as above. The time-dependent transformations 

change only the linear parts of the find algorithms; the nonlinear pieces me unchanged from 

those derived above, except that modes not included in a given Hamiltonian are set to zero. 

A h  

n n  C I A  

The first Hamiltonian considered in Sec. I11 was (7):. 

H = w1 J1 + wJ2 + cvJl&in(2e1 - 62). 

We employ the time-dependent generating function 

which provides the transformation 

The new Hamiltonian is given by 

24 



Now using a generating function analogous to (A2), we obtain the final transformation to 

computational coordinates: 
31 = 71, $1 = $1, 

A=&,  &=&, 
giving us the new Hamiltonian 

The other integrable Hamiltonian that was studied numerically was (10); in this case 

straightforward application of (A2) yields a Hamiltonian whose frequency is equal to the 

detuning SI3, so that no preliminary coordinate transformation is necessary. 

Now consider the Hamiltonian (17): 

H = wlJl + w2J2 + w3J3 + aJ&sin(201 - 0,) + PJ&sin(2O2 - 03). (A341 

We employ a transformation obtained from the generating function 

to obtain the new Hamiltonian 

. 25 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. Numerical orbits for the Hamiltonian (9), with A = 100, L = 5000, and v = 1.4796. 

FIG. 2. Phase space plots for Hamiltonian (13) with 14 = 1s = 0, A = 100, L = 5000, and 

v = 1.4795926 (Q3 # 0). 

FIG. 3. Numerical orbits for the Hamiltonian (13) with the same parameters seen in Fig. 2. 

FIG. 4. Pz = 0 surface of section plots for Hamiltonian (19), with (a) L = 2500; (b) 

so that each L = 5000; (c) L = 15000. Each orbit was started with Q2 = 

corresponds to a different d u e  of ?I. 

FIG. 5. Five modes comprising a negative energy resonance and two positive energy near- 

resonances. 

FIG. 6. Surface of section plots of (a) Q1 vs. PI, and (b) Q3 vs. Pi, for L = 5000 and 

Q3(0) = -0.1513. Escape occured at t = 2.8 x lo9 ion-acoustic periods. 

FIG. 7. Surface of section plots of (a) Q1 vs. PI, and (b) Q3 vs. P3, for L = 5000 and 

Q3(O) = -0.05. No growth in amplitude of I3 is visible at t = 10" ion-acoustic 

periods. 

FIG. 8. Surface of section plots of (a) Q1 vs. PI, and (b) Q3 vs. P3, for L = 15000 and 

Q3(0) = -0.06. Escape occurred at t = 8.4 x lo8 ion-acoustic periods. 

FIG. 9. Surface of section plots of (a) Q1 vs. PI, and (b) Q3 vs. P3, for L = 15000 and 

Q 3 ( 0 )  = -0.03. No growth in amplitude of I3 is visible at t = 1O'O ion-acoustic 
periods. 

FIG. 10. Electric field magnitude E (in units of z/e&) as a function of time (in ion-acoustic 

periods) for the points plotted in Fig. 8. 
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FIG. 11. Escape time in ion-acoustic periods as a function of Q3(0), for L = 5000. 

FIG. 12. (a) Largest IQ3(0)I for which escape had not yet occurred at t = 2 x 1O1O ion- 

acoustic periods, as a function of L; (b) same data expressed in terms of electric 

field E, with a dotted line corresponding to 1Q3(0)1 = 0.2. Data indicated by circles 

are obtained using 64bit arithmetic; data indicated by triangles are obtained using 

128-bit arithmetic. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name. trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The Views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 


